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Currently college tuition itself is frozen, but the college needs to keep up with the market, so to match 
inflation, colleges charge fees. Students know what their tuition itself will cost but with added fees ever 
growing and changing, students don’t know how much they will actually owe. In an attempt to solve this 
problem, we looked at a way to consolidate college tuition and their fees in a model university compared to 
YSU’s current approach.

Introduction

After all the data was taken, the team calculated (as seen in figure 2):
• Total fee cost (four years and per semester)
• Tuition cost (four years and per semester)
• 2017 budget
• 2018 prediction budget and 6% increase budget (which the state allows)
• Total budget of all students enrolled in each program (freshman-senior)
Then, the team compared the average tuition per student per year compared to YSU’s current system for 
future years to come (as seen in figure 3).
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Results/Future Considerations
Overall we found our Model university is a more efficient than YSU:
• Each college will be able to budget their money rather then not knowing how much they will receive (as seen 

in figure 4)
• Students will know a set price for each semester where fees don’t fluctuate someone's budget
There are many things that we could consider in the future with this project, some of these are:
• Minors and double majors
• Calculating more with the budget which would require more data
• More accurate representation of electives, which would require more statistical data on classes
• Redistribution of fees to departments and being able to compare it to YSU
• A model that actively compares ALL classes so the model is more accurate

Figure 4

• The goal was to create a model university that would have set prices for incoming students, as well as a set 
budget for each college and find a better budgeting system than what YSU currently has

• To do this, the team took four random majors in the STEM college and three random majors in the CLASS 
college

• After using data of enrollment and using it to predict future years of enrollment, the team noticed 
mechanical engineering was an outlier in the STEM college compared to the CLASS college

• Ideally, we should have looked at a high enrollment major in the CLASS college to compare to
• We made a list of every class with a fee and their fee price (as seen in figure 1 which is just the head of the 

list), and the other columns are the projected cosines of the odds of the certain student taking that course
• Next, we extrapolated how much all the fees would cost per major per student.
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